
5 Alarming Facts Every Seller Must Know If Their Home Is UNSOLD

After 6 weeks. (#3 Will Shock You).

Not all estate agents are created equal.

Some are awesome, most are average and alas there are plenty of dreadful ones
that give the industry I love a bad name.

Take two recent sales of mine for example.  Both were on the market with other
agents before I got involved.

One hadn’t heard from their initial agent since they sat on their sofa way back in
November.  The other repeatedly asked for a floorplan to no avail.

Moving home is already stressful enough.

I won’t lie though, a great estate agent can’t remove the stress completely but they
can and should be able to keep it in check.

Do any of the below sound familiar?

Feedback after viewings is rarely received.

The agent that valued the property hasn’t been seen since.

The property was overvalued and now they’re telling me to reduce.

I only hear from the agent when I call them.

There’s been no advice on next steps – they blame the market.

The photos don’t do the property justice.

In my 20 years experience, here are 5 sneeky tricks you should be aware some
agents try to get away with.

1. ALARMING FACT 1 - Some agents deliberately over value to deceive.

Estate agency is a competitive industry and as a way to compete, some agents
purposely inflate in excess of the true market value to flatter a seller.



They know fine well the price will have to be reduced later. But that’s ok for them.
They lure sellers onto the books and to portray themselves as being capable of
getting higher prices than other agents.

But once a seller has signed on the dotted line, a price reduction is all of a sudden
recommended.

ALARMING FACT 2 - Some agents don’t do vital buyer checks.

Countless sellers have told me their sale fell through as the buyer couldn’t get a
mortgage or there were issues with their deposit.

But if the agent does their homework and checks all the necessary paperwork to
ensure the buyers finance is kosher, then sales falling through due to buyer finance
issues would be eliminated.

ALARMING FACT 3 - Some agents want you to reveal your bottom line.

Buyers often ask agents ‘what’s the lowest price a seller will accept?”  And some
agents have the cheek to ask a seller.

Never reveal.

A seller’s bottom line is none of the agents business. They should be focused on
securing the best possible price for the seller.

ALARMING FACT 4 – Handcuffing sellers into prohibitive paperwork.

Some agents have sneaky clauses in their agency agreements that prevent sellers
from changing agents - no matter how unhappy the seller is with the service
received.

A competent and professional agent should allow any seller to switch agent without
any penalty or lengthy notice period.



ALARMING FACT 5 – Some agents recommend offers in THEIR best interest,
not the sellers.

Some agents push sellers to accept an offer from a buyer if that buyer has a local
property to sell.

There are times when a seller may have 2 or more offers on their property.

Many an agent will recommend the buyer who also has a property to sell nearby
rather than the chain free buyer in a more proceedable position.

This is because they hope to be appointed on the second property too.  A double
fees bonanza!

But is this really in a seller’s best interest?


